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INTRODUCTION

This most holy of ancient relics, the Data Orb of 
Metakind has been passed down between tribal 
shamans and mystic mutants from generation 

to generation for thousands of years. The Orb is a small 
golden sphere about one hand across that contains a ho-
lographic datamatrix stored in a shunted quantum field 
network. When held in both hands by shamans or mu-
tants of exceeding intellect, this golden orb contains and 
communicates the accumulated knowledge and wisdom 
of every being who has ever held the device. Communing 
with the orb grants the user access to a huge database of 
information on how best to navigate and survive the ter-
rors and travails of Terra A.D.

The Orb is composed of a gold-duralloy composite and 
cannot be broken or damaged, though it is certainly ca-
pable of inflicting damage upon those who mishandle it. 
The Orb has kinetic reflective shielding and most attacks 
against it, either physical or energy-based, are rebounded 
upon the attacker. 

In many ways, the Orb of Metakind operates as a portable 
miniature Patron AI, although its AI never speaks to its 
user in any voice save those recorded and culled from past 
owners or that of the ancient scientists who created it.

USING THE ORB

The Data Orb must first be understood using the normal 
Artifact check rules, with the following two caveats. First, a 
high degree of intelligence is required to successfully touch 
or hold the Orb. Lesser intellects attempting to handle the 
Orb will be shocked by 1d6 of static electric charge for each 
round they touch or hold the Orb. Second, activation of 
the Orb requires the user to burn 1 point of glowburn, by 
which means each user sacrifices a small part of their own 
life essence in order to power up the Orb’s neural inter-
face. Unknown to most users, continued Orb use causes the 
user’s own memory engrams to be recorded and stored in 
the Orb’s near-infinite database.

Data Orb Use Minimum Intelligence Requirements  
User    Minimum Intelligence

Shaman     14
Other Pure Strain Human    Cannot use Orb
Mutant     16
Manimal    17

Plantient    18

Those successfully understanding and bonding with the 
Orb will find that at first its data retrieval systems seem 

Table 1-1: DaTa Orb access level

  Roll d20 Data Orb Bond  
+ Int Mod

   1 Restricted Access: Data Orb detects an unauthorized user. User is shocked for 1d12 of electri-
cal damage and must make a DC 12 Fortitude save or be knocked unconscious for 1d6 rounds. 
User may not try to access the Orb again for 7 days or same result occurs.

 2-11 Identity Unconfirmed: Data Orb cannot confirm the identity of the user. User may not attempt 
to access the Orb again for 24 hours.

12-13 Identity Confirmed: Data Orb recognizes the user, who may access the Orb 1 time in the next 
24 hours, but thereafter must re-roll a new access level.

14-17 Access Zeta Level: User may access the Data Orb 1 time per 24 hour period at a +1 access roll.
18-19 Access Epsilon Level: User may access the Data Orb 1 time per 24 hour period at a +1 access 

roll. Merely holding the Orb while running any defensive wetware program will add +1 to all 
program checks.

20-23 Access Delta Level: User may access the Data Orb up to 2 times per 24 hour period at a +1 
access roll. Merely holding the Orb while running any wetware program will add +1 to all 
program checks.

24-27 Access Gamma Level: User may access the Data Orb up to 2 times per 24 hour period at a +1 
access roll. Merely holding the Orb while running any wetware program will add +1 to all pro-
gram checks.

28-29 Access Beta Level: User may access the Data Orb up to 3 times per 24 hour period at a +1 
access roll. Merely holding the Orb while running any wetware program will add +1 to all 
program checks.

30-31 Access Alpha Level: User may access the Data Orb up to 3 times per 24 hour period at a +2 
access roll. Merely holding the Orb while running any wetware program will add +2 to all 
program checks.

  31+ Access Omega Level: User may access the Data Orb up to 4 times per 24 hour period at a +2 
access roll. Merely holding the Orb while running any wetware program will add +2 to all 
program checks.
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THOUGHT RECORDS 
OF THE ANCIENT ONES

These data entries include the thought recordings of vari-
ous ancient Orb users from before the Great Disaster. At 
that time, the Orb was but one of thousands of like devices 
that were connected together by a quantum field network. 
Such was the cognitive power of the Promethean minds of 
the Ancient Ones, that merely hearing their thought records 
can physically reroute neural pathways, re-sequence DNA 
molecules, or in some case, even alter the laws of physics.

Thus, accessing these thought records comes at great risk 
and possibly even greater reward. As these thought re-
cords are security locked, users cannot access them except 
by chance, and a single user may never call up the same 
thought record twice. Knowledge gained from the thought 
records of the Ancient Ones is overwhelming and ephem-
eral, and thus may not be shared with others.
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WEAPONS & ARMOR TECHNOLOGY

Some legends say that the mighty military weapons and munitions of the Ancient Ones were the actual cause of the Great 
Disaster, while others say that their advanced weaponry merely failed to prevent those precipitous events. In either case, 
there is little doubt that the ancients possessed a technological military might beyond modern reckoning. This data slice 
contains the last of the advances the Ancient Ones made in this area.
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